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Abstract

We present surface hopping simulations of
the photodynamics of SAMs of 4′-(biphenyl-
4-ylazo)-biphenyl-4-thiol (ABPT) on Au(111).
We show that trans → cis photoisomerization
is suppressed because of steric hindrance in a
well ordered SAM. Photoisomerization is in-
stead viable in the presence of defects. Two par-
ticularly important defects are the boundaries
between domains of trans-ABPT molecules
leaning in different directions (a line defect)
and single cis molecules embedded in a SAM of
trans (a point defect). Our findings explain the
cooperative behavior observed during the pho-
toisomerization of a trans-ABPT SAM, leading
to large domains of pure cis and trans isomers.1

The line and point defects are predicted to pro-
duce different patterns of cis-ABPT molecules
during the early stages of the photoconversion.
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Introduction

Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of photo-
switchable organic compounds allow to mod-
ify and control several features of metal sur-
faces by irradiating with light of suitable wave-
lengths. The photoisomerization can deeply af-
fect electric conduction, work function, wetta-
bility, interaction with living cells, as well as
several optical and chemical properties.2,3,5–12

The azobenzene chromophore is the most fre-
quently used photoswitch, because its trans →
cis and cis → trans photoisomerizations can
be reversibly induced by using light of the ap-
propriate wavelengths, without side reactions,
and the two isomers show large differences in
structural, electrostatic and optical properties.
SAMs of many different azocompounds were

tested, but in several cases the more stable
trans isomer did not react, or its photoisomer-
ization quantum yield was extremely low.7,13–22

In many cases the suppression of photoisomer-
ization seems to be correlated with a tight and
ordered packing: in fact, effective strategies
to improve the photoreactivity are to fabricate
mixed SAMs with spacers or to employ azocom-
pounds with large head groups or substituents
that decrease density and/or spoil crystalline
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order.7,14,15,20,22 Also the quenching of the ex-
cited chromophore due to the proximity of the
metal surface can reduce the quantum yields,
but this factor should not be important when
the chromophores are kept sufficiently far from
the surface itself.23–25 The effect of packing is
commonly ascribed to steric hindrance or lack
of free volume. In some cases excitonic cou-
pling between neighbouring azobenzene units
has been demonstrated,19,26 but recent simula-
tions indicate that this is not the main cause of
low quantum yields.27

The case of 4′-(biphenyl-4-ylazo)-biphenyl-4-
thiols (azobiphenylthiols, ABPT) depicted in
Fig. 1, is particularly interesting. These
molecules are non planar because of the typ-
ical twisted conformation of the two biphenyl
moieties, but are made of two rather long and
rigid halves (N-Ph-Ph), so enhancing the steric
hindrance opposing photoisomerization. Never-
theless, reversible trans → cis and cis → trans
photoconversions of SAMs of ABPT and re-
lated compounds on Au(111) were performed,
with striking effects on the electric conduc-
tion and the work function.1,4,5,9 After a partial
trans → cis conversion, STM images showed
that large domains of pure cis or pure trans
isomers were formed, suggesting some kind of
cooperative effect.1

This paper reports a set of computational
simulations of the molecular dynamics for
SAMs of ABPT, aimed at clarifying how the
photoisomerization occurs in a densely packed
SAM. As our main conclusion is that in a well
equilibrated and ordered SAM of trans-ABPT
the photoisomerization is strongly inhibited, we
also investigated the role of defects as possible
initiators of the process. On the basis of our re-
sults, we propose a simple mechanism explain-
ing the formation of domains of pure trans and
cis isomers.

Method and ground state dynamics.

A complete simulation consists of four steps (for
more details see the Supporting Information):
(1) A Molecular Dynamics simulation is run in
the ground state with periodic boundary con-
ditions, for a duration of 10 ns. The Au(111)

surface is represented by four fixed layers of Au
atoms. The force field is based on the param-
eterization by Pipolo et al33 with some modifi-
cations.
(2) A portion of the infinite SAM, correspond-
ing to the unit cell of the MD simulation (96
ABPT molecules for the trans isomer, 84 for
the cis one), is selected for the QM/MM treat-
ment. The azobenzene moiety of one of the
central molecules is described by the FOMO-
CI semiempirical method,29–32 to allow for elec-
tronic excitation and isomerization (see Fig. 1
for the QM/MM partition). A further equili-
bration is run for a duration of 50 ps.
(3) The QM molecule is vertically excited to
S1 (n → π∗ band) or to S2 − S4 (π → π∗

band) at randomly chosen phase space points
of the QM/MM trajectory, with a further se-
lection based on dipole transition probabilities.
(4) Surface hopping (SH) nonadiabatic trajec-
tories with quantum decoherence corrections32

are run, starting from the initial conditions of
point (3).
The specific features of ABPT, namely two
rather long and rigid non-planar rods connected
by the azo group, make it a typical case where
steric hindrance is more important than elec-
tronic excitation transfer between the ABPT
molecules and to the metal. The last two ef-
fects are neglected in our model, while all other
mutual interactions and the vibrational energy
transfer within the SAM are taken into account,
along with all kinds of conformational effects.

Figure 1: The 4′-(biphenyl-4-ylazo)-biphenyl-4-thiol
molecule (ABPT). In the red box, the azobenzene moi-
ety treated at QM level in the simulations of the pho-
todynamics.
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We first considered four kinds of SAM: two
made of trans- or cis-ABPT only (all-trans and
all-cis) and two with one trans or cis molecule
embedded in a SAM of the other isomer (one-
trans and one-cis). All the SAMs are built with
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the same ratio of three ABPT molecules every
ten Au atoms in the first layer, as found exper-
imentally1 and by previous simulations.34 As-
suming a first neighbour distance of 2.88 Å be-
tween Au atoms, this yields a coverage of 4.17
molecules/nm2. Preliminary SH simulations of
the photodynamics triggered by n → π∗ exci-
tation, run on the basis of shorter MD equili-
brations, showed that the trans → cis photoi-
somerization in the all-trans SAM is severely
hindered. On the contrary, for the other three
envisaged cases the quantum yields were found
close to those of azobenzene in usual solvents
or in vacuo:30 namely, in the one-trans SAM
we obtained the trans → cis quantum yield
Φt→c ≃ 0.3, and in both the all-cis and the one-
cis SAMs the cis → trans quantum yield was
Φc→t ≃ 0.6. Some tests with π → π∗ excitation
showed similar results. Therefore, we focussed
on the most problematic case of trans → cis
photoisomerization in the all-trans SAM and
left the other cases for a more sistematic inves-
tigation.

Figure 2: Snapshot of the unit cell of the all-trans
SAM. The Au atoms of the upper layer are shown as
small dots, the S atoms as larger yellow circles, the lower
phenyl rings in blue, the azobenzene moieties in green
and the upper phenyl rings in purple.

The all-trans or all-cis SAMs show fairly reg-
ular structures (see Figures 2 and S1). The
S atoms form straight rows parallel to one of
the three equivalent directions of the Au lat-

tice, that we shall take as the x reference axis,
z being the perpendicular to the Au surface.
Along a row the S atoms are 5.76 Å apart from
each other in the average (averages are taken
over time and for the whole sample, when not
otherwise specified). The mean separation be-
tween rows is 4.16 Å. In the all-trans SAM the
azobenzene moieties are approximately planar,
but the phenyl rings at the two ends form an-
gles of approximately 60◦ with the core ones,
as in free biphenyl. The resulting herring-
bone pattern agrees with the STM images1 and
with previous simulations.34 The trans-ABPT
molecules are slightly tilted, i.e. the axis join-
ing the S atom with the farthest C atom forms
an angle θ with the z axis, that averages to
13.2◦ (see Fig. S2). All the ABPT molecules
belonging to a given row lean approximately
in the same direction, determined by the az-
imuthal angle φ, during the whole simulation
(see the φ distributions in Fig. S3). The φ
angle average is in the range [−90◦,−60◦] for
most of the rows, but falls instead in the range
[−135◦,−125◦] for the 6-th, 7-th and 8-th rows
(see Fig. 2 for the numbering of rows). The 6-th
row also shows the largest tilt angle, about 20◦

in the average. The pairs of rows 5-6 and 8-9,
being at the boundary between two differently
oriented zones, experience a less regular packing
environment (notice that also the herringbone
pattern is disrupted for these row pairs), so may
be expected to photoisomerize more easily than
others.

Table 1: Energy differences ∆Ec−t between the cis

and trans ABPT isomers in different environments
(kcal/mol), obtained by force field calculations

.

molecular system ∆Ec−t

single molecule in vacuoa 13.1
all-cis vs all-trans SAMb,c 29.6
one-cis vs all-trans SAMb 15.5
all-cis vs one-trans SAMb 5.9

a Equilibrium geometry. b Molecular Dynamics, time
average. c Energy per molecule (the total energy of
each SAM is divided by the number of molecules).

Based on the MD simulations we computed
the ∆Ec−t averaged energy differences between
the cis and trans isomers in different environ-
ments (see Table 1). The much larger ∆Ec−t
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obtained in pure SAMs with respect to the
single molecule shows that the trans isomer
packs much more favorably than the cis one.
However, converting one trans molecule to cis
within the all-trans SAM requires little more
energy than in vacuo, while in the all-cis SAM
it is much easier.

Excited state dynamics and role of de-

fects.

In order to test the hypothesis that the pho-
toisomerization may be easier at the boundary
between two regions with different tilt orienta-
tion, we simulated the nonadiabatic dynamics
by selecting the QM molecule in the “bound-
ary” rows 5 and 6 and in the “normal” rows
3 and 4 of the all-trans SAM. We ran a total
of 539 SH trajectories starting with n → π∗

excitation and lasting 20 ps. We also ran a
simulation for an isolated ABPT molecule, for
comparison. The results are shown in Table 2.
The Φt→c quantum yields were computed tak-
ing into account only the trajectories that set-
tled at trans or cis geometries in the ground
state within 20 ps. Only the 6-th row showed
a small quantum yield, Φt→c ≃ 0.087, while
in the other rows no trajectory did isomerize.
The π → π∗ excitation produced essentially the
same results: a quantum yield 0.068 for the 6-th
row (typically smaller than the n → π∗ one35)
and no photoisomerization for the other rows.
As seen in the previous section, this photoi-
somerization is only slightly more endothermic
than in vacuo, so the real obstacle must lie along
the photoisomerization pathway. Azobenzene
has been shown to photoisomerize by torsion of
the N=N double bond, even in constraining en-
vironments,30,35–37 and we found the same for
the isolated ABPT molecule. The S0/S1 cross-
ing seam coincides with the S1 minimum energy
pathway along the torsional coordinate repre-
sented by the dihedral angle CNNC, around
CNNC=95◦. As a consequence, the nonadi-
abatic transitions to S0 occur mostly in this
region or slightly before (CNNC between 90◦

and 120◦).30,35 In ABPT, the torsional motion
is more easily hindered by the environment, be-
cause the two rigid rods N-Ph-Ph require more

room to rotate with respect to each other. As
a consequence, the torsional motion is delayed
and most of the S1 → S0 hops take place at
angles closer to 180◦, leading to reversion to
the initial trans structure (see Figs. S4 and
S5). A few exceptions occur only when the ex-
cited molecule is in the 6-th row. Of course,
the nonadiabatic transitions far from the coni-
cal intersection region are much slower, so the
S1 lifetime is very long with respect to the iso-
lated molecule, with the 6-th row representing
an intermediate case (see Table 2).

Table 2: Quantum yieds Φt→c and lifetimes τ of the
S1 state for the n → π∗ photodynamics.

environment and position number of Φt→c τ

of the excited molecule trajs. (ps)
in vacuo 308 0.33 0.9
all-trans SAM, row 3 96 0.0 31.1
all-trans SAM, row 4 116 0.0 28.5
all-trans SAM, row 5 132 0.0 29.6
all-trans SAM, row 6 195 0.087 10.4
one-cis SAM, position 1 102 0.059 4.7
one-cis SAM, position 2 213 0.110 2.6
one-cis SAM, position 3 111 0.022 13.8

The coexistence of two different tilt orienta-
tions within the all-trans SAM may depend on
the way the SAM is assembled and on the equi-
libration time, both in real experiments and in
simulations. For instance, separate domains
with different tilt orientations may form be-
fore the surface coverage is complete and then
expand till they join, leaving seams with un-
matched orientations. Our results show that
an all-trans SAM with a high degree of 2-
dimensional crystalline order is not photoreac-
tive. However, defects such as a change in the
tilt direction can introduce a (small) photore-
activity, by disrupting the tight packing that
hinders the photoisomerization. It is obvious
that vacancies may have a similar effect, be-
cause of the larger free volume enjoyed by the
neighboring molecules. Preliminary MD simu-
lations showed that it is not trivial to determine
how many molecules are perturbed by the pres-
ence of a vacancy, because even the anchoring
of S atoms to the gold surface is affected.
Another interesting kind of defect is the pres-

ence of one cis molecule in a SAM of trans.
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We simulated the photoisomerization of trans
molecules in three locations near the defect:
two of them are nearest neighbors of the cis
molecule (positions 1 and 2 in Fig. 3); the last
one (position 3) is a second neighbor, presum-
ably the most affected by the presence of the cis
molecule which leans just in its direction. We
found sizeable quantum yields for positions 1
and 2, and a very small one for position 3 (see
Table 2). In the first two cases the lifetimes
were much smaller than those of the all-trans
SAM, even at the 6-th row, showing that the
distorsion caused by the cis neighbor speeds up
the twisting of the N=N double bond, but does
not guarantee to achieve the isomerization with
a high probability. It is clear that the almost
complete inability of trans-ABPT to photoiso-
merize except in the close proximity of a cis
molecule is the reason for the formation of pure
cis domains in the early stages of photolysis.1

Figure 3: Snapshot of part of the one-cis SAM. The
colors have the same meaning as in Fig. 2. The numbers
mark the three trans molecules for which the photoiso-
merization has been simulated.

Conclusions.

Surface hopping simulations of the photody-
namics of trans-azobiphenylthiol in a SAM
show that isomerization cannot occur unless
some kind of defect perturbs the regularity of
packing. The inhibition of photoisomerization
is not due to the endothermicity of the reac-
tion, which is not much higher than in vacuo,

but rather to steric hindrance that prevents the
twisting of the central N=N double bond. The
Internal Conversion to the ground state is also
delayed. Sufficient free volume for the photoi-
somerization to occur may be provided by va-
cancies in the 2D crystalline structure of the
SAM. We have shown that photoisomerization
also occurs at the boundary between two do-
mains of molecules with different tilt directions
(i.e. azimuthal angles), that normally tend to
be the same for adjacent rows of molecules.
When a single cis molecule is present, we

find that its trans first neighbors are able to
photoisomerize. This behaviour is the key to
the cooperative behaviour observed by Pace
et al,1 resulting in large domains of pure cis
and pure trans isomers. This is probably also
a factor pushing both the trans → cis and
the cis → trans photoisomerizations towards
completeness, a feature of great importance for
technological applications.
We predict that experiments with short irra-

diation times and low intensities would yield
different results for the two kinds of defects
we have simulated. The boundary between do-
mains with different tilt orientations is expected
to yield long strips of cis isomers. A trans-SAM
seeded with few cis molecules would instead
grow small islands of photoisomerized molecules
around each of them. More generally, our re-
sults confirm that a careful preparation of a
regularly packed SAM of azocompounds can
suppress photoisomerization, while short equi-
libration times or other conditions leading to
defective structures are likely to increase the
trans → cis quantum yields, as several experi-
mental clues already suggested.1,4,7,13–22
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Computational details.

The MM force field used in our calculations was the OPLS/AA [1] as implemented in TINKER [2].
In particular, the following functional form was used:

EMM =
∑

bond

Kr(R−R0)
2 +

∑

angles

Kα(α− α0)
2 +

∑

improp.
tors.

Kδ(δ − δ0)
2 +

∑

dihed.

4
∑

n=1

Cn

2
[1 + cos(nδ)]

+
atoms
∑

i<j

qiqj

R2

ij

+
atoms
∑

i<j

4ǫij

[

(

σij

Rij

)12

−

(

σij

Rij

)6
]

where the first line describe the bonding interactions, and the second line the non bonding terms.
With respect to the OPLS/AA force field, some parameter were modified or added, mainly following
the work of Pipolo et al [3] for the ABPT molecule and that of Vlugt et al [4] for the interaction with
the gold atoms: these parameters are shown in Table S1 and S2. The Au atoms were frozen during
the dynamics simulations: the Au-Au interactions were therefore not considered.

The MD simulations for the full MM systems where performed with the TINKER program package
[2], using periodic boundary conditions. For all the four systems considered (all-trans, all-cis, one-
trans and one-cis, see the main text) the dynamics were run for a total time of 10 ns at 300 K,
with an integration time step of 1 fs. The first part of the MD, showing a drift in the total energy,
was eliminated, keeping only the last 6, 3, 6, and 5 ns for all-trans, all-cis, one-trans and one-cis,
respectively.

The QM/MM calculations were performed with our development version of the MOPAC2002 program
[6], connected to TINKER for the treatment of the MM part. The QM moiety (see Figure 1) was
described by the FOMO-CI method, using a semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian reparameterized for
azobenzene [7], which has proven to reproduce very accurately experimental and high-level ab initio
data for that chromophore. No further reparameterization was attempted in the present case also
because the absorption spectra of trans and cis ABPT are very similar to those of azobenzene [8, 9].
The electrostatic embedding was adopted and the QM-MM link was described using the “connection
atom” approach of Antes and Thiel [10, 11]. In the QM/MM dynamics the periodic boundary
conditions were not used; for this reason, the motion of selected carbon atoms belonging to the ABPT
molecules located on the borders of the slab was restrained by applying a 3D harmonic potential. The
QM/MM ground state equilibrations were performed at 300 K with the Bussi Parrinello thermostat

S1



Table S1: MM force field: parameters for bonded interactions. Presented are the parameters added/modified with
respect to the standard OPLS/AA force field, as implemented in TINKER [2]. CB labels the “bridge” carbon atoms
connecting the two phenyl rings. R0 in Å, Kr in kcal mol−1 Å−2, α0 in degrees, Kα in kcal mol−1 rad−2, C1-C4 in
kcal mol−1.

bond stretching R0 Kr

N N 1.2459 1385.1 from ref. [3]
C N 1.4124 567.94 from ref. [3]
angle bending α0 Kα

C CB CB 117.271 103.24 from ref. [3]
C C N 119.127 87.204 from ref. [3]
C N N 112.5 89.833
C C S 120.0 70.0
dihedral C1 C2 C3 C4

C CB CB C 0.100 -0.956 0.0167 0.394 from ref. [3]
C C N N 0 -3.5 0 0
C N N C 0 -40.0 0 0

Table S2: MM force field: parameters for nonbonded interactions. Presented are the parameters added/modified
with respect to the standard OPLS/AA force field, as implemented in TINKER [2]. CB labels the “bridge” carbon
atoms connecting the two phenyl rings. CS and CN label the carbon atoms directly linked to S and N, respectively.
σ in Å, ǫ in kcal/mol, charges in a.u.

Lennard Jones
Site σ ǫ

S 4.45 0.25 from ref. [4]
CS 3.50 0.066

Pair σ ǫ

S Au 2.400 8.4650 from ref. [4]
CS Au 3.365 0.1373
C Au 3.173 0.0640 from ref. [5]
H Au 2.746 0.0414 from ref. [5]
N Au 3.225 0.1630

Electrostatic
Atom Charge
N -0.25 from ref. [3]
CN 0.25 from ref. [3]
CB 0.0 from ref. [3]
CS 0.18
S -0.18

[12], starting from geometries sampled from the MD simulations referred above and using a time
step of 0.1 fs. The same integration time step of 0.1 fs was also employed in the QM/MM surface
hopping nonadiabatic dynamics simulations (both for the nuclear and for the electronic degrees of
freedom). The quantum decoherence was approximately taken into account using our energy based
correction (EDC), with C = 1.0 hartree [13].
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Figure S1: Snapshot of the unit cell of the all-trans SAM, side view. The Au atoms are shown as dots, the S atoms
are larger yellow circles. The 12 rows of ABPT molecules are clearly distinguishable.

Figure S2: Snapshot of the unit cell of the all-cis SAM. The Au atoms of the upper layer are shown as small dots,
the S atoms as larger yellow circles. Left panel: side view. Right panel: top view. In the latter case, the lower phenyl
rings are in blue, the azobenzene moieties in green and the upper phenyl rings in purple.
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Figure S3: Distributions of the tilt angle θ for the rows of the all-trans SAM. The distributions are built as
histograms taking account all molecules in each row and all time steps of the MD simulation starting from t = 4 ns.
The numbering of the rows is the same as in Fig. 2.
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Figure S4: Distributions of the tilt orientation angle φ for the rows of the all-trans SAM. The distributions are built
as histograms taking account all molecules in each row and all time steps of the MD simulation starting from t = 4
ns. The numbering of the rows is the same as in Fig. 2.
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Figure S5: Electronic energy difference (eV) between S1 and S0 versus CNNC dihedral (degrees) at hopping points.
Excited ABPT molecule in row 6. Positive values of the energy difference for S1 → S0 hops and negative values
for backward S0 → S1 hops. Green: reactive (i.e. isomerizing) trajectories. Red: trajectories not giving rise to
isomerization.
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Figure S6: Electronic energy difference (eV) between S1 and S0 versus CNNC dihedral (degrees) at hopping points.
Excited ABPT molecule in row 3, 4 or 5. Positive values of the energy difference for S1 → S0 hops and negative values
for backward S0 → S1 hops.
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